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abstract 

The growing availability of smart objects is stimulating researchers to investigate the Internet of Things (IoT) phenomenon from different perspectives. The 
potential of this technology is evident in different domains. In Cultural Heritage (CH), it may enhance access to CH collections, in order to ensure a more 
engaging visit experience and to increase the appropriation of CH content by visitors. So far, research on IoT has primarily focused on tech- nical features 
of smart objects (e.g., how to program sensors and actuators), while there are very few approaches trying to facilitate the adoption of such a technology
by end users. This lack limits the social and practical ben- efits of IoT; it creates barriers in all those usage scenarios where people would like to define
the behavior of smart objects but they might not have the required programming skills. This is becoming evident in CH sites, where different stakeholders
would benefit from managing ecosystems of interoperable smart objects to create enhanced visit experiences. This article presents a visual composition
paradigm that allows non-programmers to synchronize the behavior of smart objects, thus determining more engaging user experiences. It discusses how the
paradigm suites the need of curators and guides of CH sites to define smart visit experiences through which visitors can acquire CH content by interacting 
with the surrounding environment and the smart objects included in it. A serious game designed with professional guides of CH sites is used as a case
study to show the potential of the presented approach.

1. Introduction

People are becoming increasingly aware that Cultural Heritage (CH) 

must be value-enhanced: it is a legacy from the past that should be 

passed on to current and future generations, to help people construct 

their cultural identities ( Copeland 2004; Merriman 2004 ). Novel infor- 

mation and communication technology can support a greater awareness 

and appreciation of CH content by different people. There have been 
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tem itself). Through this technology, it is possible to create objects that 

visitors of CH sites can bring with themselves, touch and manipulate 

for experiencing the site by receiving personalized information ( Petrelli 

and Lechner 2014; Risseeuw et al., 2016; Zancanaro et al., 2015 ). The 

interaction with such tangible objects favors emotions and engagement, 

improves understanding, thus increases the appropriation of CH content 

( Petrelli and Lechner 2014 ). Some works in the literature indeed recog- 

nize the benefits of physical manipulation and action as an 
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several initiatives in the last years to increase visitor engagemen

through different types of technology ( Ardito et al., 2015a, 2012b

Hinrichs et al., 2008; Not et al., 2017; Stock and Zancanaro 2007 )

Recently, the Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as a very promising

technology able to enhance the access to CH collections. IoT system

are based on distributed software services that, through the Internet

enable the access to functionality and data provided by physica

devices. These are the so-called smart objects ( Atzori et al., 2010 )

i.e., devices generally equipped with sensors (able to detect differen

types of events occurring in an observed environment) and/o

actuators (able to enact some actions determining a state change in

the environment or in the IoT sys- 
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additional channel for conveying information, since they activat

real-world knowledge and improve memory (Manches 2011; Yannie

et al., 2016). Despite the advantages that this new technology offers

there are still important issues to be solved to increase its practica

impact. The growing availability of smart objects has stimulated

researchers to investigate the IoT phenomenon from differen

perspectives. However, even in the CH domain, research ha

primarily focused on technical fea- tures, e.g., how to program

networks of sensors and actuators and how to ensure thei

interoperability (Chianese and Piccialli 2014; Mighali et al., 2015

Piccialli and Chianese 2017a, b). Very few approaches try to

facilitate the configuration of smart objects, but their advantage 
se http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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meanings to the objects in the virtual worlds a game consists of. 

This allows the experts to focus on the specifics of the cultural do- 

main, more than on the technicalities of a virtual word definition 
s limited to programming single objects that the visitors bring

cross the CH site to receive personalized content when they reach

ot spots (Petrelli and Lechner 2014). It is still hard for CH expert

e.g., site cu- rators and professional guides) to synchronize the

ehavior of multiple devices in order to create visit experience

here different sensors and actuators, installed in the environmen

r embedded in tangible objects manipulated by visitors, actively

eact to some detected events. 

To fill this gap, this article presents an End-User Development (EUD

pproach that, by means of a visual composition paradigm, allows non

rogrammers (simply called end users)  to synchronize the behavior o

ultiple smart devices. As largely recognized in the literature ( Ardito e

l., 2012a; Costabile et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2004; Lieberman et al.

006b ), EUD methodologies fit very well the requirement of letting end

sers customize systems for their situational needs. 

Our visual composition paradigm supports CH sites experts in defining

mart visit experiences,  which allow visitors to interact with the surrounding

nvironment by means of smart devices installed in it, to acquire the CH

ontent and pursue some learning goals. With respect to other approaches

ur composition metaphor promotes smart objects as entities characterized

ot only by native events and actions (as conceived in many IoT platforms

ut also by attributes that the domain experts (i.e., the designers of the

mart experience) can define to assign semantics to the objects. The aim i

o favor the creation of digital narratives threads that professional

hemselves can put in context with respect to the CH site content. The EUD

aradigm then offers the possibility to adapt easily such narratives to

ifferent visitors and different types of smart experiences. It is based on a

ightweight process intermixing design and execution activities. The

doption of visual constructs allows domain experts to design easily - and

odify, if needed - the rules governing a visit experience, and simply

xecute it without warring about technical details. 

This article discusses the abstractions at the basis of the proposed

omposition paradigm and shows that they were instrumental to

ustomize an EUD platform previously developed, i.e., EFESTO-5 W

Desolda et al., 2017a), to the configuration of smart visit experiences in

H sites. The customization activity is based on the outcomes of studie

erformed to analyze, in real conditions, the potentials and limitations o

ur approach. The studies involved fourteen professional guides o

ifferent CH sites in Southern Italy. The results provided indications on

he practical value of the platform in this domain, as well as usefu

nsights for further refining the composition paradigm. 

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some back-

round concepts, also related to our previous research in the CH domain

t reviews some prominent approaches that, in line with ou

esearch, aim to facilitate the adoption of smart devices within CH

ites and illustrates the motivations that led us to extend ou

revious platform for EUD of IoT systems ( Desolda et al., 2017a ), in

rder to allow end users to augment smart devices with semantic

ttributes. Section 3 reports on the elicitation study that allowed u

o observe, discuss and get hints on how curators and guides of CH

ites would create smart visit experiences. Thanks to this study, we

dentified some conceptual elements that can favor the process o

ssigning semantics to smart devices and elaborated three scenario

hat are described in detail. Section 4 describes such abstractions a

he main ingredients of the proposed composition paradigm for smar

isit experiences. Section 5 illustrates the new platform prototype

hat implements the visual composition paradigm, called EFESTO-SE

EFESTO for Smart Experiences). Section 6 reports on an evaluation

tudy conducted with fourteen professional guides to vali- date the

mplemented composition paradigm with respect to the menta

odel of the end users. It also discusses some design implications

inally, Section 7 concludes the article and outlines our future work.

. Rationale and background

Cultural heritage (CH) is increasingly supported by technologie
hat foster a better fruition, appreciation and understanding of mu- 
1

eum exhibitions, archaeological parks, monuments. Currently, in

ost CH sites professional guides use mobile apps and interactive

isplays to enhance the presentation of the content exhibited in a

iven site ( Angelaccio et al., 2012 ). Such solutions generally consis

n pre-packaged applications, with few possibilities for the CH

xperts to customize them according to specific presentation goal

ddressing specific (groups of) visitors ( Petrelli et al., 2013 ). 

Providing personalized visit experiences is a need that emerged in

everal studies that we performed in the last years in the CH

omain (Ardito et al., 2012b, d; Costabile et al., 2008). In order to

ccommodate it, fixed, pre-packaged applications have to be replaced

y software systems that flexibly allow domain experts, i.e., CH

urators and guides, to configure and customize the applications to

e used during the visit. We therefore exploited Web service

echnology to develop an End-User Development platform that allow

omain experts, who are not technology skilled, to extract content

rom heterogeneous (personal or third-party) digital sources, and mash

hem up to compose “on-the-fly ” interactive  workspaces integrating

esources useful for end user’s needs in the various contexts in

hich it is used ( Ardito et al., 2014b ). The platform provides a

isual paradigm for content extraction and composition. The

esulting interactive workspaces can be ubiquitously distributed

cross different devices, including visitors’ personal devices. Variou

ser studies allowed us to assess the usability and ease of use of the

omposition paradigm with respect to the CH actors’ skills and

xpectations, as well as the capability of the overall framework to

ssist the production of interactive artefacts that enhance the

ngagement of groups of visitors ( Ardito et al., 2014a ). 

Following the trend toward a massive use of smart objects fo

mart space building, we recently extended our platform to flexibly

ombine the functionality of IoT devices ( Desolda et al., 2017a ). We

efined a visual design environment where the capabilities exposed

y IoT devices (i.e., events and actions) can be combined by mean

f visual mechanisms that avoid writing code. In this article, we

ntroduce further improvements to characterize the semantics o

mart objects and facilitate the definition of their cross interactions

n the extended platform, the result of the composition performed by

omain experts is not just a visual workspace helping them presen

ome content to visitors; rather it is the configuration of a smart visi

xperience where the interaction with smart objects mediates the use

ccess to CH content. 

CH is watching with interest at the IoT phenomenon. Some

orks show that the interaction with tangible objects favor

motions and engagement (Not et al., 2017; Petrelli et al., 2013

etrelli and Lechner 2014). Indeed, physical manipulation and

ctions are very effective in conveying information and also

mprove content appropriation ( Manches 2011; Yannier et al., 2016 )

n this article, we show how our framework can be fruitfully

xploited by CH experts to create smart visit experiences. In

articular, we purposely revised the composition paradigm in orde

o favor the definition of custom properties associated to smart objects

hrough these additional properties, the designers of the interactive

xperience can thus make sense of low-level events and actions, by

ontextualizing the use of smart devices in narrative scenario

upporting personalized fruitions of content. Indeed, IoT hardware

latforms (for example Arduino 1 ) are only starting points to create

he physical devices, but some efforts are needed to create toolkit

hat allow the non-technical stakeholders to personalize the behavio

nd the cross interaction of such objects ( Petrelli et al., 2013 ). 

The need for higher-level abstractions is already evident in some

orks that support CH experts in designing interactive visit experience

ased on serious games ( Bellotti et al., 2013 ). Some proposals adop

ntologies and semantics ( Tutenel et al., 2008)  to give operationa
 https://www.arduino.cc/. 

https://www.arduino.cc/
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 Vanacken et al., 2007 ). In Korzun et al. (2017) the authors propos

n IoT system for CH sites where the information about the exhibit i

emantically enriched by means of knowledge extracted from onlin

esources and social media. The integrated corpus of knowledge i

hen exploited for supporting visitors ’learning, content construction by

useum personnel, and historical analysis by professionals. Similar to

his approach, in Gatto and Pittarello (2014) the authors propose 

ethod to derive annotations for Web-3D educational narratives from

 crowdsourcing paradigm. These augmentation processes are in lin

ith our research, which aims to enrich the semantics of digita

rtifacts to facilitate the activities of smart-visit designers. As we wil

how in this article, our work focuses on the definition of adequat

isual notations, through which the CH professionals themselves can

efine custom properties that help them make sense of the availabl

mart devices and digital resources. 

Before describing our approach, in the rest of this section we discus

ome relevant related works. We in particular refer to methodologie

nd systems that facilitate the adoption of smart objects in CH site

nd to EUD approaches that enable the configuration of smart visi

xperiences by CH professionals. 

.1. IoT technologies in CH sites 

A substantial amount of work has been carried out on how to

xploit technologies to offer more engaging experiences of Cultura

eritage ( Cabrera et al., 2005; Copeland 2004; Damiano et al., 2013

anir et al., 2017, 2016; Mokatren et al., 2016; Not et al., 1997

intoris et al., 2010; Stock and Zancanaro 2007; Wecker et al., 2017 )

 wealth of digital content is currently available in online repositories

ortals or museum servers. Such content is mainly exploited through

tatic delivery paradigms. Most work is indeed related to the use o

eb technologies to provide information about museums, historica

ites, events, in some cases creating virtual reality reconstructions o

pecific exhibitions (Ardito et al., 2007; Bellotti et al., 2013). Mobil

echnology has been largely employed to support visits to CH site

ince its early stage (Ardito et al., 2012c; Hsi and Fait 2005), as wel

s large screens of different types (Ardito et al., 2015a). In many

ases, visitors are provided with multimedia companions that try to

mprove the overall visitors’ experience using audio, video and textua

nformation (Barbieri et al., 2009; Kuflik et al., 2015). Som

pproaches also take into account the needs of people with differen

xpectations and abilities in using mobile devices (Antoniou and

epouras 2010; Kuflik et al., 2011). 

The literature is full of several other contributions. However, th

ossibility of letting visitors interact with digital content through 

hysical engagement with the exhibits is still scarcely explored. Th

nteraction with tangible objects supports visitors to put information in

ontext without any effort to interact with apps and touch screen

 Risseeuw et al., 2016 ). As discussed in ( Petrelli et al., 2017)  som

tudies show that mobile devices during the visit attract the visitor’

ttention on the screen of the device; visitors in some cases ignore th

rtworks ( Vom Lehn and Heath 2003 ). Smart objects, instead, favor th

o-called tangible thinking,  that is the ability to think by means of th

hysical manipulation of objects augmented with digital information (Ishi

nd Ullmer 1997). Also, the use of such new tools can favor a “non

inear narration ”Casillo et al., 2016 ), in which narrative itineraries can

e contextualized to the environment and to the user interaction with

mart devices within physical places. The visit experience can be thu

ersonalized to the way users react to some stimuli or act on som

ontent. 

In the last years, some works have proposed solutions to install and

onfigure IoT devices into CH sites. Some of them deal with

echnology- related aspects. For example in Chianese and Picciall

2014),  authors discuss how to design an information system able

o capture data from IoT devices to introduce smartness in indoo

nvironments like museums or art exhibitions. In (Piccialli and
hianese 2017a, b)  the authors illustrate how IoT systems can be 

xploited to monitor context 

2

p

e

arameters (e.g., visitor location, visited rooms in a museum). Thi

nables tracing the evolution of a visit in a CH site; visitors can thus be

rovided with personalized recommendations by invoking proximity

ased, multimedia services. In Mighali et al. (2015) the authors then

escribe how to design a processing server for providing CH visitor

ith Web services that seamlessly combine IoT devices, mobile and

earable devices and enable the access to digital content available

n the cloud. All these works propose interesting solutions fo

nstalling smart devices and related services within CH sites. However

hey do not consider at all how to facilitate the definition of smart visi

xperiences by CH curators; in other words, they concentrate on the

echnology infrastructure while neglecting how to make sense of such

echnology. 

In Console et al. (2013),  authors define an interaction mode

ith tangible objects that aims to facilitate the exploration of a

etwork of objects in the food domain. They in particular propose

antEat,  an intelligent mobile application through which

veryday objects representing gastronomic items (e.g., food

roducts, market stalls, restaurants, and shops) can be enabled to

ommunicate with users and to create social relationships with user

nd other objects. By means of the mobile app, users get in touch with

mart objects by taking a picture of a product label or by identifying

he geo-location of the users and of the objects around them

hrough a personalized and serendipitous interaction with networked

hings, the app shows content about the place reached by the user

nd its history. The app also establishes a social dimension by

llowing users to see other users’ comment and to leave their own

omments. This approach is very interesting, especially because the

ocial dimension enriches the content of the territory by means o

sers’ personal experiences. As demonstrated by an evaluation study

 Rapp et al., 2016 ), the approach is effective in promoting the

iscovery of new items and this helps users identify and follow a path

or content fruition. However, the users interact mainly through the

obile app, while smart objects exclusively play the role of proxies fo

eo-localizing the visitors and selecting the proper content to be

isplayed by the mobile app. Smart objects do not expose any

apability to actively produce events or enact actions, neither the

ossibility to be manipulated by visitors to activate state changes in the

nvironment. We believe that direct interaction with tangible object

ould increase the user engagement. Moreover, the proposed mobile

pp is pre-packaged and cannot be configured flexibly to respond to

arying requirements that might occur within specific visit experiences.

.2. Combining EUD and IoT for defining smart visit experiences 

Very few contributions in the literature address the possibility o

nabling CH experts to shape up smart visit experiences. One prominen

pproach is the one proposed by the meSch project, which aims to

nable CH professionals to create tangible smart exhibits enriched by

igital content ( Petrelli and Lechner 2014, 2017 ). The peculiarity o

he meSch approach is that it does not require IoT-related technica

nowledge: the platform offers an authoring tool where physical/digital

arratives can be easily created by composing digital content and phys

cal artefact behaviors ( Bellotti et al., 2013; Risseeuw et al., 2016 ). The

eSch approach is indeed grounded on principles of co-design and on a

o-It-Yourself philosophy, which involve designers, developers and CH

takeholders in the design of the visit experience. This work is very inter-

sting also because of the large experimentation involving CH curators

owever, the configuration of a smart object is limited to specifying

hich content has to be displayed by an interactive case when the user

lace on it specific objects (i.e., replicas of museum objects). We believe

hat the combined use of different smart devices could be fruitful in

ev- eral situations, especially when the visit experience consists o

njoyable tasks so that, through playing, visitors acquire as much

nformation as possible about the target topic ( Bellotti et al.
013 ). In this case, tools must facilitate the inclusion of multiple 

hysical objects and IoT devices, as well as the definition of 

xpressive rules to combine their behavior. 
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In Díaz et al. (2015) the authors deal with the problem of identifying

hat elements give value to experiences with smart objects within a

ultural heritage site, and how these experiences can be supported by

oT. They propose CODICE, a tool enabling co-design by multidisci-

linary teams made up of designers, developers, CH professionals and

nd users. CODICE helps such stakeholders envision usage scenarios

nd prototypes involving smart objects. One of the outcomes of the

o-design activities is the definition of prototypes,  i.e., specifications o

he smart objects that will be implemented to shape up the visit experi-

nce. This approach is valuable for envisioning usage scenarios that can

eally motivate visitors; it is important in the very early design phases,

hen it is necessary to identify strategies to adopt smart objects within

H sites. However, once the usage scenarios are identified and the

echnology infrastructure is in place, the approach does not offer any

urther support for the configuration of prototypes by CH professionals.

The EUD approach presented in this article aims to enable CH stake-

olders to configure the behavior of IoT devices available in the CH

ite, and easily modify it if needed in specific situations. The paradigm

or the creation of smart visit experiences is based on our previou

ork (Desolda et al., 2017a), which focuses on the definition o

sable, effective and efficient composition metaphors for Task

utomation Systems (TASs) (Coronado and Iglesias 2016). We

dentified visual abstractions that enable even non-programmers to

efine Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules that automatically detec

vents generated by some devices and actuate some actions on the

ame or on different devices in order to determine their behavior. We

mplemented the related visual mechanisms in the EFESTO-5 W

latform (Desolda et al., 2017a). With respect to other TASs, ou

pproach promotes a richer set of high-level abstractions and operator

o define rules and a visual notation that, despite the intrinsic

omplexity related to managing events and actions, is affordable by

on-programmers (Desolda et al., 2017b). In the following sections we

ill show how further abstractions and visual mechanisms can help

esigners contextualize ECA rules with respect to the content and

earning goals of narratives for smart visit experiences. Differently

rom other scenarios for smart object configuration, smart visi

xperiences may consist of the incremental activation of different rule

hat progressively involve new objects and that in the end lead the

nal user to discover new content. In addition, smart visits to CH site

equire, more than other domains and smart-experience scenarios, to

ugment the semantics of smart objects. This is because smart visit

ave an intrinsic richness of content that cannot be conveyed to

isitors by simply considering technical properties of smart objects. 

The new abstractions introduced by our approach therefore focus

n expressing properties that can help define relations among differ

nt objects and conditions on rule activation, making explicit the

ole of the objects themselves not as isolated elements to be

rogrammed, rather as components of an articulated scenario related

o the discovery of some content. The additional semantics can make

t easier for smart- experience designers to identify and manage the

ifferent elements to be considered and set up when defining cross

nteractions of multiple de- vices. In the rest of the article, we

pecifically focus on CH scenarios and smart visits. However, ou

pproach can be adopted in any other domain where non-technica

takeholders need to create smart experiences. 

. Elicitation study

The main goal of our research is to provide end users, who do no

ave any skills in programming, with interactive tools to create smar

xperiences by managing ecosystems of interoperable smart objects

he paradigm for ECA rule specification implemented in the EFESTO-5

 platform was considered usable and useful in scenarios where the

ules defined by end users are strictly related to the low-level event

nd actions exposed by the smart devices. This is, for example, the
ase of home automation (a domain in which we conducted our 

revious studies ( Desolda et al., 2017a ), where rules especially refer 

o the intrinsic semantics of data sensed by devices (e.g., room 

f

f

s

r

emperature) and of the actions a device can enact (e.g., turn on

he heat). In addition, end users could define a number of rules that

o not necessarily show relations among them, or that do not need

o be put in context in respect to a given goal. 

In relation to the definition of smart experiences, we realized

hat some extensions are needed, in order to: i) contextualize the

se of smart objects and related synchronization rules in respect to a

ontent characterizing the experience and, ii) identify and express

ossible interactions among objects and rules in relation to this

ontent. Indeed, smart visit experiences are characterized by the

rovision of content in a narrative. Thus, they may consist of the

rogressive activation of different rules and evolving states of the

nvironment, which lead to the discovery of content for the

chievement of some learning goals. If a layer of additional properties

elated to the CH site content is provided, ECA rules and the evolving

tates of the environment could be easily identified and managed by

H professionals. 

In other words, we need to introduce mechanisms through

hich the designer of the smart experience can make sense of the

apabilities offered by the technology infrastructure. This is in line

ith the goal of the Transformative User Experience (TUX) ( Ardito et

l., 2015b; Latzina and Beringer 2012 ), a recently proposed

ramework for information access and manipulation that aims to

atively support users in a variety of spontaneously self-defined task

ows. TUX responds to the users’ situational needs by enabling user

nteraction with special containers that “group ” information items

hat are transformed according to the semantics of the task they

efer to. TUX indeed allows the user, who wants to access some

nformation, to confer different capabilities to data by simply

oving data across different containers. The effect is to

rogressively augment the meaning and the set of operations of

he original data, depending on the semantics assigned to the

pecific containers through which data are moved. The involved

bjects are incrementally extended with new attributes or

perations that make sense for the current user tasks. For example,

iven a list of objects rediscovered in an archaeological area, the

ser could move the object representation (e.g., a picture) inside a

ocating Container.  As a result, the selected object is shown as a pin

n the map in the position where it was rediscovered. The path from

he current user location to the rediscovery place is also

utomatically calculated and depicted on the map. The user

overns the transitions among different containers, depending on the

urrent usage situation and on the functionality (e.g., data

anipulations) needed to further proceed with his/her task. 

Inspired by this framework, we promote the notion of custom

ttributes as conceptual tools that can allow designers to characterize

he basic elements of a smart experience (i.e., smart objects and

ules) with a semantics related to the content to be conveyed during

he smart experience. As we will show in Section 5.5,  we also

ropose a visual environment and a composition paradigm where

pecific containers serve the purpose of defining custom attributes

nd grouping objects sharing the same attribute values. 

The rest of this section reports on a study to investigate the

alidity of custom attributes as conceptual tools to augment the

emantics of the resources a smart experience is based on. In

articular, the study wanted to investigate the usefulness of adding

dditional semantics as a way to transform smart objects from

evices generating low-level signals to objects contributing to the

isit narrative by means of their content-related properties. At this

tage, the study did not aim to validate the interactive visual

aradigm that we implemented in our composition platform to

efine custom attributes. 

.1. Research questions 

To assess if adding semantics to smart objects and rules is
easible by CH professionals and can be considered a solution to 

acilitate the definition of smart visit experiences, we conducted a 

tudy involving some curators and guides of CH sites. The 

esearch questions that guided the study were: 
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RQ1) Is it feasible by CH professionals to identify pertinent smart

objects to be used during the visit and related custom attributes

that can express the semantics of the smart objects in use? 

RQ2) Can custom attributes facilitate the definition of rules governing

the behavior of the smart objects? 

During the study, we observed and collected hints on how curators

nd guides of CH sites would define smart visit experiences. First, par-

icipants were requested to design a visit experience that included smart

bjects. Then, they had to work on assigning semantics to the objects and

ervices involved in the designed scenario with the aim of facilitating

he creation of rules governing the cross-interaction among the differ-

nt components of the smart visit experience. Finally, they had to define,

ery informally, the rules for controlling the component behavior. 

.2. Participants 

The study involved 6 professional guides (3 females), aged between

9 and 55 years (x ̅= 38.5, SD = 9.26). The participants had a long

xperience in performing guided visits in archaeological parks (n = 1),

atural Science museums (n = 1) and wildlife parks (n = 4). All of them

ere familiar with the use of mobile devices, but had no experience

ith managing IoT devices. 

.3. Procedure 

The study was managed by two Human-Computer Interaction re-

earchers, who met the guides at their own offices. The archaeological

ark guide and the Natural Science museum guides performed the

tudy individually, while the wildlife park guides participated in group.

he study procedure was the same in the three meetings. One of the

wo researchers acted as facilitator. The second researcher took notes.

ach design session was also video-taped. 

In the introductory session, the facilitator gave a 10-min presen-

ation to the participants, by illustrating daily-life situations in which

oT technology can be employed, e.g., controlling home appliances

ccording to user’s actions or position, or events happening on social

etworks. Two examples were illustrated to participants: 1) “As soon

s the garage door is opened, switch-off the alarm, open the rolling-up

hutters and switch-on the air conditioning ”, and 2) “Turn blue the

mart light if somebody tags me on Facebook ”. In order to avoid any

ias in the participants ’ proposals, possible examples referring to visits

o CH sites were not illustrated. 

Afterwards, the design session started. Each participant was pro-

ided with blank paper sheets and markers for sketching their proposals.

he facilitator asked the participant(s) to reason about and discuss a sce-

ario in which the visit is supported by ICT and IoT technology. A short

ask-scenario was communicated, in order to facilitate the participant’s

nitial reasoning. Each scenario is described in the following. 

1. Proposed to the archeological park guide: Rocco is a guide of the

archeological park of Egnathia, an ancient Roman city in Southern Italy.

He often organizes guided tours inside the park for groups of 20 visitors.

Rocco usually adopts a tablet to show pictures or 3D models of the ruin

reconstructions or, especially when visitors are pupils, organizes games

similar to a treasure hunt. Rocco would improve the visit effectiveness by

proposing a game, which exploits the opportunities offered by the recent

IoT technology.

2. Proposed to the Natural Science museum guide: Lisa is a guide at

the museum of the Natural Science department of the University of

Bari. Most of the visitors are pupils, who come to the museum during

school excursions. The countless exhibitions available in the museum

are safeguarded in display cases and cannot be touched by visitors, thus

hampering her possibilities of offering a more engaging visit experience.

Lisa would change this situation with the help of the technology.

3. Proposed to the group of the wildlife park guides: Mario is a guide of

the MUSA, a museum recently built by WWF in the Torre Guaceto oasis,
a wildlife park in Southern Italy, next to the Adriatic sea. It’s Summer

time and many families conclude their day at the beach by participating

in the guided tour Mario carries out at sunset. Unfortunately, most of

the bird species that live in the park have migrated to North Europe and

will come back at the beginning of Fall. Mario wants to exploit ICT and

IoT technology, in order to engage visitors during the outdoor visit and

stimulate them to continue the experience indoor, i.e. in the museum at

the Torre Guaceto park. 

Starting from such scenarios, the participants were stimulated to

teratively focus on four aspects: 1) design of the smart visit experience

arrative; 2) identification of a set of smart objects involved in the

mart experience; 3) characterization of the identified smart objects by

eans of custom attributes; 4) elicitation of the role played by each

mart object in the narrative; 5) definition, in natural language, of the

ules that determine the behavior of the smart objects. The participants

ere repeatedly invited to leave out possible technical difficulties or

imitations. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the intuitiveness of our

pproach, they were not introduced to the composition paradigm and

ts characterizing concepts. 

At the end of the design session, the participants filled out an online

uestionnaire composed of 16 questions. Thirteen closed questions

imed to collect participants’ demographic data and their expertise with

rogramming, mobile devices, smart objects and Web services. One

losed question investigated participants’ understanding of and comfort

ith study procedure and proposed tasks. The last two open questions

ddressed the pros and cons of the ideas they suggested during the study.

.4. Collected data 

During the study the following data were collected: 1) the notes

aken by the researchers in the study sessions; 2) the video recorded

uring the sessions; 3) the sketches drawn during the sessions; 4) the

aper sheets on which the guides outlined the scenario visit narrative,

he list of smart objects with their custom attributes and their role in a

abular format (see Tables 1-3 ), and the rules controlling the objects; 5)

he answers participants gave to the questionnaire. The tabular format

or describing the smart-object properties was adopted by the guides

s they followed some examples, related to other domains, that the

esearchers illustrated during the introductory session. 

The set of collected notes was substantially extended by video

nalysis. The videos were independently transcribed by each of the two

esearchers involved in the study, literally noting down all intelligible

peech. Then, together they analyzed the transcripts and found out an

nitial agreement value of 81%. The remaining 19% of discrepancie

ere solved by discussion. The transcribed data and the answers to the

wo questionnaire open questions were annotated by using differen

olored markers to categorize the content under emerging themes. Then

ll the data were grouped, through the affinity diagram technique

roposed in Rogers et al. (2015),  under main themes related to

dvantages and disadvantages of using the proposed solutions. 

.5. Results of scenario design 

Three visit scenarios were elaborated by the participants, one

or each CH site type in which the professional guides had specific

xperience. For each scenario, in the following we report, in the forma

efined by the participants: the interactive experience narrative, the

ist of smart objects together with their attributes and semantics, and

he rules for defining their behavior. 

Scenario 1 - A game in the archaeological park of Egnathia 

Rocco would improve the visit efficacy by proposing a serious game to be

played in the archeological park of Egnathia. Visitors are organized in

teams and provided with a deck of smart cards, each depicting something

related to Egnathia (e.g., tools, places, monuments, daily-life scenes). Due

to the relations between Egnathia ruins and the Roman Empire, Rocco



Table 1

Scenario objects and their custom attributes proposed by the archaeological park guide.

Scenario object Custom Attribute name Custom Attribute value examples Custom Attribute explanation

Team’s Card Card name Amphora – Coin – Music instrument Name assigned to the card. Usually it refers to the object(s) represented by the card

Discovery Place Kiln – Basilica – Temple Place where the object was rediscovered

Historical Age Roman time – Messapian time The age the object belongs to

Team Team 1 – Team 2 – Team 3 The team the card belongs to

Points 3 – 5 – 7 Number of points gained by the team if the card is used correctly

Guide’s Device Device name Mouth of Truth Name assigned to the device carried by the guide

Sensible Position Close to the Kiln – Inside the Basilica Place to be recognized during the visit

Location Age Roman time – Messapian time Historical age of the place where the device is currently located

Modality Location Matching – Age Matching Modality in which the device checks: i) if its Sensible Position matches the Discovery Place

attribute of the cards used by visitors or ii) if the Historical Age of the device position

matches the Historical Age of the visitor’s card
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r  
wants to use also a reproduction of the “Mouth of Truth ”. 2 During the

tour, Rocco stops in some point of interests, illustrates their history and

asks teams to give an answer to his questions. Instead of their hands, vis-

itors insert in the “Mouth of Truth ” the card that represents their answer.

If the answer is correct, the “Mouth of Truth ” eyes blink green and the

team current score is increased. At the end of the tour, the team with the

highest score wins a park souvenir. 

The archaeological park guide reported that two types of smart

bjects are needed in his scenario, i.e., the smart cards given to teams

f players and a device carried by the guide, i.e., the Mouth o

ruth. As described in Table 1,  the guide also identified that each

ype of object is characterized by the attributes in the “Custom

ttribute name ” column and provided examples of possible values o

he attribute as in the “Attribute value example ” column. Finally, he

rovided, in the “Attribute explanation ” column, a description of the

emantics of the attribute in the designed scenario. 

Finally, the guide defined the following rules, as the most represen-

atives among those needed for his scenario: 

1. “When a team member puts a card in the guide’s device and the

device Modality is Location matching , if the Discovery Place of the

card matches the device Sensible Position , then assign the card Points

to that team ”.

2. “When a team member puts a card in the guide’s device and the

device Modality is Age Matching , if the card Historical Age matches

the device Location Age , then assign the card Points to that team ”.

Scenario 2 - A game in the Natural Science museum

Lisa has recently received a grant for renovating the museum where she

works. She decides to devote part of the grant for setting up a large exhibi-

tion room in which different biomes 3 are recreated. A room area will pro-

pose a portion of a Mediterranean scrub forest, another area a dissected

portion of the Atlantic Ocean coast (from the cliff to the ocean floor),

and a third area a mountain scene. Each biome will be instrumented with

smart devices to enable a kind of treasure hunt game, played by group of

visitors after her explanation on the different biomes. Each group will be

assigned a specific biome, a set of smart objects (e.g., cards representing

flora and fauna elements) and a tablet through which the various quests

are communicated. The main goal of the game is to identify the right as-

sociation between the smart objects and their position in the biome. For

example, on the basis of the riddles received through the tablet device, the

players have to identify that their target is the card representing the owl
2 The Mouth of Truth is a marble mask placed in Rome, Italy. According to the legend,

he person who tells the truth can put safely the hand in the mouth, while the person who

ies will have the hand cut by the Mouth.
3 Biome is a complex biotic community characterized by distinctive plant and animal

pecies and maintained under the climatic conditions of the region.

p

and that it has to be placed on the branches of a tree. At the end of the

game, a short video-documentary about the biome is proposed through

the tablet display. 

The Natural Science museum guide identified the objects

eported in Table 2: a set of cards and a mobile device assigned to

ach team, a mobile device for the guide, and a set of unmovable

ensors placed in the biome reconstructions. 

As example of rules, the Natural Science museum guide defined the

ollowing rules: 

1. “When a team member puts a card in contact with the guide’s

device, if the Position associated to the card matches the Guide’s

Device Sensible Position , then assign the card Points to that team and

display the next Quest on the team’s mobile device ”.

2. “If all the Quests have been concluded, then play a video-

documentary on the team’s mobile device ”.

Scenario 3 - Visiting the Torre Guaceto wildlife park 

Mario organizes tours inside the Torre Guaceto park. He decides to devote

part of the MUSA budget to innovative features for improving the visits.

Mario organizes the visit in two phases. First, an outdoor exploration of

the park, where visitors are equipped with the “magical mini-sphere ”, a

device to measure environmental parameters by performing funny activ-

ities. The second phase is performed indoor and aims to simulate the ef-

fects of bad human behaviors on the environment. During the first phase,

visitors can use a fishing pole to throw the magical mini-sphere in the

canal and measure some water parameters. Alternatively, visitors can

measure air parameters by attaching the sphere to a kite that they have

to make fly. The sphere is remotely controlled by a tablet provided to vis-

itors. Every time they have to catch a parameter, they select the sphere

modality (water, air, ground) and then they tap the button “Measure ”.

After gathering various environmental parameters, visitors go inside the

MUSA. Here they can interact with a large multi-touch display that shows

the values they measured on a reproduction of the Torre Guaceto oasis.

The multi-touch application allows visitors to simulate long-term human

dangerous behaviors, for example growing of garbage on the ground or

polluting liquids in the canal, and the consequence in term of parameter

changes and flora and fauna diseases. 

The wildlife park guides identified the following objects, as

eported in Table 3: a sensor to measure water, air and ground

arameters, and a mobile device. 

Finally, the guides defined the following rule: 

1. “If a visitor sets the mobile device in a Modality and taps the Measure

button, then switch the Sensor in the corresponding Modality and
save the measured values ”.



Table 2

Scenario objects and their custom attributes proposed by the Natural Science museum guide.

Scenario object Custom Attribute name Custom Attribute value examples Custom Attribute explanation

Team’s Card Card name Owl – Buzzard Name assigned to the card. Usually it refers to the object(s) represented by

the card

Biome Mediterranean scrub forest – Atlantic Ocean coast It is the place where the object can be rediscovered

Position Tree branch – Ground The specific position in the biome in which the object is placed

Team Team 1 – Team 2 The team a card belongs to

Points 3 – 4 – 5 Number of points gained by the team if the card is used correctly

Team’s Device Device name Tablet Group A – Tablet Group B Name assigned to the device carried by a group of players

Sensible Position Mediterranean scrub forest – Atlantic Ocean coast Place to be recognized during the visit

Modality Communicating quest – Playing multimedia Modality in which the device communicates the current quest to the players

or displays a multimedia

Guide’s Device Device name Guide’s device Name assigned to the device carried by the guide

Sensible Position Mediterranean scrub forest – Atlantic Ocean coast Place to be recognized during the visit

Modality Location Matching Modality in which the device checks if its current position matches the

position indicated in the place attributes of the card used

Sensor Device name Tree branch – Beach – Seabed Name assigned to the RFID readers installed in the park

Place Tree branch – Beach – Seabed Place where the device is currently located

Modality Card detecting Modality in which the device detects the card put in contact with it

Table 3

Scenario objects and their custom attributes proposed by the wildlife park guides.

Scenario object Custom Attribute name Custom Attribute value examples Custom Attribute explanation

Sensor Name Magical ball Name assigned to the device used for measuring environmental parameters

Modality Air, Water, Ground Modality in which the device measure a specific type of parameters

Sensible Position Canal, Lake, forest Places to be identified during the visit

Mobile Device Device name Visitor’s tablet Name assigned to the device carried by the visitors

Modality Air, Water, Ground Measure modality; based on it the mobile device controls proper sensors

measuring a specific type of parameters
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.6. Results from notes and online questionnaire data 

The online questionnaires referred to demographic data and to the

xperience in programming and using IT technology. The analysis of the

collected answers provided the participants’ characterization already re-

orted in Section 3.2.  The understanding of and the comfort with study

rocedure and proposed tasks were rated 2.5 out of 7 (lowest is better).

The thematic analysis carried out on the transcribed data and the

nswers to the two open questions allowed us to identify themes related

o advantages and disadvantages of using the proposed solutions.

egarding the advantages, participants think that i) a non-expert

as a high-autonomy in creating complex technical solutions; ii) the

esulting visit experiences can be more engaging and effective; iii) a

mart experience can be created, simulated, improved and customized

y CH experts without the need to stay in the site. Concerning the

isadvantages, some participants commented on their scarce knowledge

bout smart object potentialities. This could be a problem when they

ave to identify which smart objects have to be included in the smart

xperience they are designing. 

. Elements of a smart experience

Based on what we observed in the study reported in the previous

ection, we now illustrate the abstractions that can lead to a composi-

ion paradigm that would enable domain experts (i.e., the end users of

ur EUD platform) to define smart experiences.  Fig. 1 schematically

ep- resents the main conceptual elements and the way they relate

o each other. First of all, the smart experience requires some
esources: Smart 
bjects or Web Services.  In addition to the elements emerged in the sce

arios described in the previous section, we also consider Web services

s software engines that can offer access to complementary data and

unctionality needed to manage the logic beyond the cross interaction

f smart objects. For example, even if not explicitly highlighted by the

uides taking part to the study, a Game Engine Web service is needed to

anage the score assignment to the different teams during the game or

o declare the winner team in the end. As explained later in the article

see Section 5 ), these computational elements are in general identified

nd managed with the help of expert designers and developers who have

n adequate technical background. We indeed promote a methodolog-

cal framework where different stakeholders, with different expertise,

oncur to the definition of the elements of the smart experience. 

Any resource, being it a smart object or a Web service, has a set of as-

ociated events that the resource is able to detect and a set of actions it is

ble to execute. Events and actions can refer to the physical word where

he smart experience takes place, or to data and software functions the

mart experience refers to. Characterizing resources by means of events

nd actions enables adopting an event-driven logic for cross-resource in-

eraction: the detection of events by some resources enacts the execution

f some actions by the same or by different resources. Events are queued

s soon as they are detected and consumed as soon as the conditions for

ction activation are satisfied. This is what we call synchronized behavior, 

hich we consider a fundamental feature for the creation of smart expe-

iences. Therefore, we consider the smart experience as a set of ECA rules

hat describe the synchronized behavior of some involved resources.  

It is worth noting that we focus on situations where smart-experience

articipants could also be source of events and actions. We assume that



Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the main conceptual elements to compose smart experiences.

Fig. 2. Models of the smart objects and the Web service involved in the Rocco’s scenario.
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ser events and actions be mediated by smart objects: user events are

aptured by some devices (that can be installed in the environment

r embedded within tangible objects); user actions can be actuated by

eans of devices (e.g., the user provides an answer to the CH-guide

uestion by positioning an RFID card close to the guide’s device). 

Let us now define in more details the concepts represented in

ig. 1.  The provided examples refer to the Scenario 1 reported

n Section 3.5 (Rocco’s scenario). 

efinition 1 (Smart experience).  It is the combination of behaviors

f different resources that the end users define by means of ECA rules.

ore specifically, a Smart Experience, se,  can be considered as a se

f rules that synchronize events and actions exposed by some involved

esources. Thus, an se is a pair: 

𝑒 = < 𝑅𝑒, 𝑅𝑢 > 

where Re is the set of involved resources and Ru is a set of rules that

ynchronize the behavior of resources belonging to Re.  Each rule can be

efined on top of one or more resources. 

efinition 2 (Resource).  Resources can be both smart objects and

eb services.  Smart objects are the logical representation of a physica

evice used in the real world. Web services are software resources that

an help govern the cross-interaction of smart objects by capturing

ew states or by determining new states of the smart experience. For

xample, in the Rocco’s scenario, the involved resources include two

mart objects, Team’s Card and Guide’s Device. A Web service, Game

ngine, is also exploited as additional resource to control the game

ynamics, for example to update team scores. 

Resources for smart experiences are dynamic components, and

t must be possible to synchronize their behavior by means of an

vent-driven logic. Their semantic can be also extended by means of

ustom Attributes.  Therefore, a resource can be characterized as: 

𝑒 = < 𝐸, 𝐴, 𝐶𝐴 > 
D

a

a

here E is the set of events, A is the set of actions and CA is the set of

ustom attributes.  

Fig. 2 reports the elements of the three sets for the two smart

bjects in the Rocco’s scenario (i.e., the Guide’s Device and the

eam’s Card)  and for the Game Engine Web service. We now define

n more details events, actions and custom attributes.  

efinition 3 (Event).  It represents a state change that a resource is

ble to detect. Event parameters express the new values sensed for the

ariable the event refers to, and can be exploited to express

onditions over rule activation. State changes generating events can

ccur in data produced by the surrounding environment (e.g., the

emperature in a room), or they can also be generated by participants

actions within the environment, which are mediated (i.e., captured)

y smart objects. For example, the event PositionChanged(position)

xposed by the Guide’s Device smart object (see Fig. 2)  is generated

hen the visitor, and the guide with his device, move to a given

osition in the site. The new position is gathered by the devices and

ade available to the system. Similarly, the events

FIDCardRead(card) and ButtonPushed(button) occur when visitors

espectively put a given Card close to the Guide’s Device and when

hey press the button of the device. 

State changes can also refer to data retrieved and managed

hrough Web services. For example, the events exposed by the

ameEngine Web service are PointsGained(targetTeam) and Winning-

coreReached(  targetTeam). The two events are generated by changes

n the score assigned to a team, represented by the parameter

argetTeam,  and when the team reaches a score that makes it win the

ame. Finally, there might be resources that are not able to sense

vents. This is the case of the Team’s Card device, as RFID cards for

heir nature are not able to sense any event; rather their RFID

requency can be detected by a reader as the one embedded within the

uide’s Device.  
efinition 4 (Action).  As a reaction to the sensed events, an 

ction refers to a function that a smart object can execute through its 

ctuators 
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r that a Web service can perform through its operations. Actions

herefore produce state changes at different levels. They may have

ffects on the environment where the experience takes place (e.g., the

ights of a room are switched on), or on smart objects manipulated

y the final users. For example, the actions for the Guide’s Device

eported in Fig. 2 ( TurnLED(OnOff, RGB) and DisplayData(text))

ake the object blink its LED and display a text reporting the score

eached by a team. Through service operations, actions might change

he value of some variables related to the experience logic. For

xample, the Game Engine Web service exposes the action

ssignPointToTeam(points, targetTeam) that changes the value of the

oints gained by a given team. 

efinition 5 (Custom Attribute).  It is the most characterizing

lement of our approach since it allows smart experience designers to

xtend resources with a semantics related to the content to be

onveyed to the experience beneficiaries. These properties can be

elated to or independent from events and actions. 

Each custom attribute, ca , can be defined as: 

𝑎 = < 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑉 𝐶𝐴 = 

{
𝑣 1 , 𝑣 2 , … , 𝑣 𝑛

}
>

o indicate that its definition consists in specifying the values vi  tha

he ca represented by a given name can hold in the context of the smar

xperience. 

The attributes specified in Table 1 for the Rocco’s scenario corre

pond to custom attributes that augment the semantics of the involved

mart objects. The criterion for choosing a specific attribute to augmen

esource semantics is generally related to the cognitive target to be

roposed to the visitor ( Bellotti et al., 2013 ). For example, some

ttributes can help contextualize an action with respect to the exhibited

ontent, or can serve as mechanisms for assessing if a learning goal ha

een reached. In our reference scenario, Rocco associates a Name to the

ards given to the visitors ( “amphora ”, “coin ”, “musical instrumen

), to distinguish among the different objects the cards could refe

o. He then associates a Historical Age and a Discovery Position to each

ard as these attributes are useful to define the game dynamics, e.g., to

dentify whether, by means of the cards, the teams are giving the righ

nswers to the Rocco’s quizzes about the age and the discovery place o

n object. Every custom attribute is in the end a means fo

epresenting explicitly some knowledge about the CH site and the

mart visit experience. 

Assigning a custom attribute ca to a smart object so then consists in

pecifying the values that make sense for ca in relation to the use of so

n a given smart experience. In other words, the association

roduces the annotation: 

𝑛𝑛 = < 𝑐𝑎, 𝑣, so > | ca ∈ CA,  v ∈ V  CA,  so ∈ Re

eaning that so is provided with the attribute ca holding the v value. A

 result, ca becomes one attribute exposed by the smart object so

hich: i) can be exploited at design time to define conditions within

CA rules and ii) can be evaluated during the execution of the smar

xperience to assess whether so reached some sensible states. Fo

xample, in our reference scenario, Rocco annotates the Card object

ith the attribute HistoricalAge,  and he associates different values to

he different cards, thus creating triples like < HistoricalAge, Roman

ime,  team’s card 1 >, < HistoricalAge, Roman time,  team’s card 2 >

 HistoricalAge, Messapian time,  team’s card 3 >.  Using these

ttributes, some conditions during the visit execution will help asses

hether the visitors are using the right card to answer questions on

he historical age.

efinition 6 (Rule).  A rule combines events and actions exposed by

he involved resources plus conditions that can constrain the

ctivation of the rule. It is a synchronization mechanism among

ifferent resources that users define according to an event-driven

ntegration logic. In general, a rule expresses that, on event
riggered on one or more resources, if specific conditions are 

atisfied, then actions are executed by the same or different resources. 
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Thus, a rule can be formalized as the following triplet: 

𝑢 = < 𝐸 𝑟𝑢 , 𝐶 𝑟𝑢, 𝐴 𝑟𝑢 > 

here: 

• E ru is a logic expression that captures the occurrence of events

exposed by some involved resource.
• C ru is a logic expression that combines conditions over event parame-

ters and temporal and spatial constraints. Given our characterization

of smart objects, conditions can also have as arguments Custom

Attributes exposed by resources. A rule is enacted only if C ru is true.
• A ru is any logic expression that combines actions exposed by the

involved resources ( Desolda et al., 2017a, c ).

ccording to this definition, the rules of the Rocco’s scenario become: 

ru 1 = < E ru1 = < GuideDevice. RFIDCardRead > , 

C ru1 = < (GuideDevice. Modality is equal to LocationMatch-

ing ) AND (GuideDevice. SensiblePosition is equal to 

TeamCard. DiscoveryPlace ) > , 

A ru1 = < GameEngine. AssignPointToTeam(RFIDCard.Points, 

RFIDCard.Team) > >

ru 2 = < E ru2 = < GuideDevice. RFIDCardRead > , 

C ru2 = < (GuideDevice. Modality is equal to Age ) AND 

(GuideDevice. LocationAge is equal to TeamCard. 

HistoricalAge ) > , 

A ru2 = < GameEngine. AssignPointToTeam(RFIDCard.Points, 

RFIDCard.Team ) > >

. Enabling the definition of smart experiences

In this section, we describe all the activities to be performed in

rder to enable a CH professional to create a smart experience. A

ase study, in which a professional guide called Rocco creates the

mart experience described in “Scenario 1 - A game in the

rchaeological park of Egnathia ” is  considered. Overall, he needs to

reate the smart 

xperience resources and then configure and synchronize thei

ehav- ior using the EFESTO-SE (EFESTO for Smart Experiences

latform. EFESTO-SE implements the model described in the previou

ection as it offers visual constructs that correspond to the elements o

he model. The use of visual constructs allows the end users to define

ules that are automatically translated into running code handling rule

xecution. On purpose, the prototype name recalls two previou

latforms, EFESTO and EFESTO-5 W, that implemented EUD

aradigms for service mashup (Desolda et al., 2016)  and smar

bject composition (Desolda et al., 2017a ), respectively. EFESTO-SE

s a further effort in the direction of enabling end users, not familia

ith programming, to create their own interactive tools, thu

ecoming smart experience designers. 

Before illustrating the steps for creating the smart experience, i

s worth describing the methodological framework implemented in

FESTO-SE. 

.1. Methodological framework 

   The entire process for defining a smart experience is framed by a

hree-layer meta-design framework that we developed for the firs

rototype of the EFESTO platform ( Ardito et al., 2014b ), and that i

ere extended for developing smart experiences (see Fig. 3 ). Meta

esign means “design for designers ”; it is a new design paradigm

ccording to which software engineers, i.e. professional developers, do

ot design a unique final system, but they design software

nvironments through which domain and/or technology expert

ustomize the system for its initial use by the end users ( Fischer e

l., 2004). At each layer of our model, meta-design activities are
erformed, or a mix of design and use activities, depending on the 

ifferent stakeholders involved. Each stake- holder contributes to 

hese activities with her/his own competencies 



Fig. 3. The three-layer meta-design model adopted in EFESTO-SE to support the creation of smart experiences.
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n the domain or the technology, thus alleviating the lack o

xpertise by the others. Indeed, at the top-layer of Fig. 3,  professiona

evelopers create or modify the software environments that require

T skills. In the middle-layer, professional developers (e.g., makers 4 o

T experts) and domain experts (e.g., CH curators) collaborate to

ustomize the general-purpose platform by 1) selecting, from what i

lready available in the platform, or creating from scratch the

esources of the smart experience to be developed, and 2

onfiguring such resources so that the overall system can exploi

hem. Such collaboration is essential for a successful customization

hat prepares the platform for the use in a given domain. Fo

xample, with reference to the results of the elicitation study (see

ection 3.6 ), it can help CH guides understand exactly wha

ehavior the smart objects can actually expose. Expert developer

an then give support for implementing them. 

In the Rocco’s scenario, the main resources of the smart experience

re the guide’s device, the team’s RFID cards and the Game Engine Web

ervice. Such resources are developed respectively by makers and IT ex-

erts, who know how to program them. Rocco, acting as domain expert

ollaborates with them to configure such resources in EFESTO-SE, by

electing those elements of the smart objects (i.e., events and

ctions) that actually make sense in the smart experience he wants to

efine. Af- ter the customization of EFESTO-SE, as represented at the

ottom-layer of Fig. 3,  the creation of the smart experience is a mix o

se and design activities. The end user (e.g., Rocco in our scenario o

ny other guide who wants to create a similar visit experience) use

he customized platform to design the smart experiences to be

roposed to the final visitors. In the customized visual design

nvironment, Rocco gets a visual representation of the defined

lements, i.e., the smart objects, the Web services, and all thei

vents, actions, and custom attributes. He will be able to use them to

efine rules governing the smart experience. The design generates a
unning application governing the smart visit, which can be still 

odified by acting visually on the designed rules. 

4 Makers: digital artisans working in makerspaces or FabLabs, i.e. small workshops that

ffer customized digital manufacturing services.
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p

It is worth noting that the whole methodology is based on an

terative process. Whenever the resources available in the platform do

ot satisfy the requirements of the smart experience under design, the

nd users can refer to the stakeholders at the upper layers. For

xample, during the development of his smart experience, Rocco might

eed to introduce a new functionality in the guide’s device, such as

he possibility to emit sounds when an RFID card is read. Thus, he

ommunicates this new need to the stakeholders at the upper layer.

he maker adds a speaker inside the Guide’s and the IT experts

egister and configure such a new actuator in the platform. From that

oment on, Rocco can use the speaker when defining ECA rules. 

In the following, we describe in detail how the makers build the

uide’s device and the other smart objects (Section 5.2), how the IT

xperts develop the Game Engine (Section 5.3), and how these resources

re registered and configured in EFESTO-SE (Section 5.4). Afterwards,

e illustrate how Rocco use EFESTO-SE to build the interactive

xperience by creating custom attributes and ECA rules (Section 5.5). 

.2. Building the smart objects 

The guide’s device is a Mouth of Truth (MoT), i.e., a smart object with

he capability to connect to the Internet, read smart cards (user input),

how messages on a display and blink its eyes. Since such an object does

ot exist yet and Rocco is not an ICT expert, he goes to a makerspace in

is city, where a maker builds the MoT device shown in Fig. 4.  

The MoT appears as a cylindrical container with a print of the Mouth

f Truth Roman monument on top (left image of Fig. 4 ). Inside the con

ainer (right image of Fig. 4 ), as represented in the MoT circuit schema

n Fig. 5,  a nodeMCU microcontroller board is connected to sensors and

ctuators and determines the MoT functionality ( NodeMcu Team 2017 )

n RC-522 RFID reader, positioned under the MoT mouth, detect

he RFID cards used by visitors (middle image of Fig. 4 ). Two red and

wo green RGB LEDs, placed in the MoT eye sockets, blink according

o card used. An LCD display, positioned at the forehead of the

ask, shows messages to the users, e.g., the game score. The

eftmost image of Fig. 4 shows the game score of four team
articipating to the game. 



Fig. 4. The Mouth of Truth smart object built to develop the scenario “game in the archaeological park ”.

Fig. 5. Electric schema of the Mouth of the Truth used by the guide.
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n ESP8266 Wi-Fi module integrated in the nodeMCU board allows the

oT to communicate wirelessly and to connect to the Internet. Depend-

ng on the site infrastructure, the MoT can be connected through a router

n the park or through a local network managed by the guide’s mobile

evice. Other possibilities, such as 3 G/4 G connections, are also feasible

ut the MoT should be equipped with a 3 G/4 G module, which requires

ore battery power. Furthermore, in case of multiple MoTs, a contract

ith an Internet provider for each device is required, while using the

i-Fi module the guide’s mobile device connection can be shared with

everal MoTs. The GPS position is acquired through the guide’s mobile
evice: a MoT GPS antenna would need too much time to get GPS

ata and the antenna must be always on, thus consuming the battery

uickly. 

Afterwards, the maker prints the pictures related to sensible lo-

ations of Egnathia provided by Rocco, and attaches them on cards

rovided with an RFID tag. In order to make the functionality of the

evice remotely accessible, for example to remotely read the data

roduced by the sensors and send commands to the actuators, the

aker publishes some dedicated software services through a cloud

rovider. In the case of Rocco’s MoT, the maker creates and publishes
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ervices for accessing some sensed data (e.g., the GPS position) and 

ctuating some actions (e.g., switching on/off the MoT LEDs). 

.3. Programming the game engine web service 

The Rocco’s smart game also requires managing the assignmen

f points to teams. To this aim, Rocco asks an IT expert to develop

 solution that satisfies this requirement. Thus, the IT expert build

 Web service that exposes operations for assigning points to a

pecific team ( AssignPointToTeam(Points,targetTeam) ), for retrieving the

urrent number of points of a team (PointsGained(targetTeam)), and

or retriev- ing the team with the highest score

WinningScoreReached( targetTeam)). Moreover, such Web service i

egistered on the server of a cloud provider, so that it is remotely

ccessible. 

In our prototype, such services have been developed by using

ode-RED. Node-RED is a platform for wiring together differen

omponents (i.e., APIs, online services, hardware devices); it offers a

isual, graph-based, notation. The services are deployed on an IBM

lue Mix account and can be invoked through the RESTful protocol

hich guarantees an easy access to online resources and i

upported by many platforms, thus favoring service interoperability. 

.4. Registering smart objects and services in EFESTO-SE 

Some works in the literature show that the end users of composition

latforms generally encounter problems when they are exposed to a

igh number of different, non-pertinent options ( Desolda et al., 2017a

hiani et al., 2017 ). In our case, the smart-experience resources built by

he professional developers can have an internal complexity tha

oes beyond the needs of the specific usage scenarios to be

ddressed, or that do not necessarily have to be made evident to

on-technical smart- experience designers. According to the middle

ayer of our meta-design model, during a customization phase

rofessional developers and domain experts collaborate to wrap and

egister the original resources so that only the elements significan

or the scenario are made available into the design environment. 

In the Rocco’s scenario, the platform customization mainly consist

n registering and configuring the events and actions for the MoT

evice, the RFID cards, and the Game Engine Web service. Professiona

evelopers use an administration panel available in EFESTO-SE to

ndicate all the information needed to access to events and actions. Fo

xample, the professional developer specifies the list of service methods

heir base URI, their type (e.g., GET, POST), their authentication

ype (e.g., OAuth or OAuth 2.0). Such details, stored in a JSON

escriptor, are used at runtime to invoke the services. Other data to

e specified are the name and description of the events and action

hat the service methods are supposed to manage. Such additiona

ata are also stored in the JSON descriptor and are used at design time

or the visualization of available events and actions in the visua

nvironment dedicated to the creation of rules. 

.5. Using EFESTO-SE to design the smart experience 

The EFESTO-SE prototype is a Web application 5 that offers a rich de

ign environment enabling the visual composition of smart experience

hrough the modeling constructs illustrated in Section 4.  It implement

wo main sections related to the most characterizing aspects of the

pproach and the model, i.e., the one to define smart-object custom

ttributes (see Section 5.5.1)  and the one to create ECA rules (see
ection 5.5.2.  In the following, EFESTO-SE usage is illustrated by 

5 EFESTO-SE implementation uses the Java Spring framework. Its user interface (UI)

as programmed by using Thymeleaf, a Java HTML5 template engine, and the Bootstrap

ront-end framework. The use of Bootstrap allowed us to build responsive UIs, which

dapt their layout to the device on which they are run (e.g. PCs, smartphone, tablet). All

he prototypes have been deployed on a virtual machine created in the Windows Azure

loud platform (4 core, 8Gb RAM, Windows Server 2012).
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escribing how Rocco would create the serious game to be played at 

he archaeological park. 

.5.1. Defining custom attributes 

EFESTO-SE offers a paradigm for visual design that is grounded

n the Transformative User Experience (TUX) principles ( Latzina and

eringer 2012 ). Such principles were already implemented in a mashup

latform ( Ardito et al., 2015b ); their basic idea is to manipulate

ata extracted from different data sources inside visual containers tha

ive to data different semantics, i.e., new visualizations and/or

unctions actionable on them. In line with this previous approach, in

FESTO-SE we introduce Visual Annotation Containers (VACs),  i.e.

raphical widgets devoted to the definition of custom attributes on

mart objects. The idea is that the users add the VAC widget to the

isual design environment and customize its name and content to

efine a new custom attribute. Each VAC has an intrinsic semantics

.e., it can be used to define custom attributes with a given role (for

xample, representing locations). In our current version of EFESTO-SE

e developed three types of VAC, i.e., Location, Categories and

ssociation.  The Location VAC is a widget that allows designers to

osition some objects on a map to associate them with some

oordinates (point values or ranges of coordinates). The designer can

hen give a name to the selected location (e.g., “discovery place ”) to

xpress the meaning of the coordinates reached during the visit. The

ontainer Categories allows the designer to specify attributes tha

orrespond to categories of smart objects. It enables the definition o

ategorical terms and the definition of groups of resources related to

hese terms. The Associations container enables the definition o

roperties that can hold different values for different resources. The

AC in this case represents a property; through two different columns

he designer can then specify pairs whose first element represents a

alue assumed by the property and the second element represents

he resource that holds this value. 

ig. 6 shows the platform workspace where Rocco defines some

ustom attributes for the resources previously configured with the

elp of professional developers. The list of smart objects is shown in

he left- side bar. Rocco has already added 6 RFID cards and given

hem a name (e.g., Amphora n.1, Coin n.1, etc.). Through the VACs

hown in the right-hand area of the workspace, he then defines the

ustom attributes. In particular, Rocco adds into the design space

wo “Categories ” VACs  to define some categorical terms for some

mart objects. Rocco names one VAC Team,  he adds two columns

Team 1 and Team 2) and drags in them the RFID cards to be

ssociated to Team 1 or Team 2, respectively. 

s a result, those cards are annotated with the “Team ” category  at- 

ribute and the corresponding values Team 1 or Team 2. This attribute is 

mportant for identifying which teams will be using the RFID cards dur

ng the game. Rocco does the same for assigning, to every RFID card, the

istoricalAge custom attribute – with  values “Roman” and

Messapian”. Afterwards, Rocco adds the association VAC named

oints to define the score value that each card allows to gain during

he game (e.g., 5, 7, 22). The Location container finally allows the

esigner to position a smart object on a map, to assign it with the GPS

oordinates of relevant locations to be monitored during the game. A

eaningful name can also be defined for the selected location, and

t will be then available as parameter for the definition of rule

onditions. Indeed, every custom attribute defined visually is also

tored in the JSON descriptor of the smart object, so tha

uccessively such properties can be retrieved and visualized in the

isual environment where ECA rules can be defined. 

.5.2. Defining rules for synchronizing resources 

   After defining the custom attributes, Rocco defines the rules tha

ill govern the synchronization of the different resources during the

nteractive game. As illustrated in the previous sections, resource syn

hronizations is technically managed through Event-Condition-Actions 
ECA) rules (Pane et al., 2001). To support users without computer- 

rogramming skills to define ECA rules, our visual design approach 

roposes a composition paradigm that does not follows exactly the ECA 



Fig. 6. Defining objects and their attributes for the scenario “game in the archaeological park ”.
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ule syntax ( Desolda et al., 2017a ). The design of such paradigm i

he result of a study where participants proposed ideas for nove

ser interfaces for ECA rule definition ( Desolda et al., 2017a ). One

vident difference between an ECA rule and its visual definition in

FESTO-SE is that the rule is composed of two parts: i) a conditioned

vents part, i.e., a logical concatenation of triggering conditions tha

ocus on both the occurrence of events and on conditions over even

arameters; ii) the action part, i.e., a logical concatenation of action

hat can be activated only if all the conditions in the previous part o

he rule are satisfied. In other words, the condition part is fused with

he event part. This because non-programmers do not perceive the

ifference between specifying the occurrence of events and expressing

onditions over event parameters (Desolda et al., 2017c ). Both are

onceived as events that must occur in order for the rule to be

ctivated. This visual syntax is indeed adopted by different tools fo

ask automation that especially address non- technical user

Coronado and Iglesias 2016; Crafty Apps 2017; IFTTT Inc. 2017

trios LLC 2017; SmarterApps Ltd 2016; WigWag Inc. 2017 ). 

Going back to our reference example, in the visual environment fo

ule specification, Rocco sees also the list of custom attributes that he

reviously defined for the smart objects; he is thus enabled to use them 

) as variables within conditions constraining the rule activation and

) as parameters in the rule events/actions. Let us suppose that Rocco

ould like to create an ECA rule that, formally, is defined as follows:

ru = < E ru = < MoT.RFIDCardRead > 

C ru = < ( MoT.Modality is equal to LocationMatching ) AND 

( MoT.SensiblePosition is equal to RFIDCard.Discovery 

Place ) > 

A ru = < ( MoT.BlinkEyes(Green, NSeconds) AND 

( GameEngine.AssignPointToTeam(RFIDcard.Points, 
RFIDcard.Team )) > > 
The condition “MoT.SensiblePosition is equal to RFID-

ard.DiscoveryPlace ” is  true if the MoT GPS position reached during

he visit is equal to the value of the DiscoveryPlace attribute specified

or the RFID card read by the MoT. The action invokes a Game Engine

peration that assigns the points associated to the read RFID card to

he team of the card itself. 

In order to define the previous rule in EFESTO-SE, Rocco enters the

ule-creation area. Then he clicks the “+ Event ” button ( Fig. 7,  circle

) and a wizard procedure allows him to selects the MoT object and

he RFID CardRead event. The wizard retrieves the name of the

vailable events from the descriptor files created when the smart

bject services are registered into the platform. Thus, Rocco creates the

rst rule event ( Fig. 7,  circle 2). To define the condition that trigger

he rule, he clicks again the “+ Event ”, selects the MoT object and the

ensible Position event, and specifies as parameter the Discovery Plac

f the read RFID card ( Fig. 7,  circle 3). 

After defining the events, Rocco create the actions to be executed

hen the event conditions are satisfied. Rocco clicks on the “+ Action 

utton ( Fig. 7,  circle 4) and chooses the Mouth of Truth,  selects the

link Eyes Green for N Second action and specifies, as action

arameter, the number of seconds the LED have to blink (Fig. 7

ircle 5). Afterwards, he adds a second action ( Fig. 7,  circle 6) by

electing the service Game Engine and its Assign Point To Team action

nd specifying as action parameters the number of points ( RFID card

oints attribute) and the team ( RFID card Team attribute). Once

aved, the rule is immediately active and the objects involved in the

ule behave accordingly. In other words, the game is ready to be



Fig. 7. Example of ECA rule created for the scenario “game in the archaeological park ”.
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Fig. 8. A participant and the facilitator during the evaluation study.
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. Evaluation with CH guides

An evaluation of the EFESTO-SE running prototype was performed

hrough a study inspired by Hamilton and Wigdor (2014),  called utiliza

ion study since participants are required to perform real tasks using the

rototype. In particular, we involved 14 professional cultural-heritage

uides who were asked to use EFESTO-SE to create an interactive

xperience according to a given scenario. In this study the goal was the

ssessment of the usability of the composition paradigm implemented

n EFESTO-SE in respect to the CH guides ’ mental  model. 

.1. Participants 

We recruited 14 participants (5 female) aged between 18 and 50

x ̅= 37.9, SD = 8.2). Specifically, 3 out of the 4 professional guide

f the WWF wildlife park of Torre Guaceto (Italy) who were

nvolved in the elicitation study; 1 professional guide operating in

ifferent Natural Science museums in Italy; 8 professional guides o

n association that 

rganizes guided tours in natural and archaeological sites of the Basili-

ata region in Southern Italy; two professional guides of archaeological

ites in various regions Southern Italy. 

.2. Procedure 

The study took place in quiet and isolated settings, where we in-

talled the study apparatus (a laptop connected to an external monitor

nd a web camera, see Fig. 8 ). Two Human-Computer Interaction

esearchers were involved in the study: one (facilitator) was in charge

f introducing users to the study and following them during the tasks

ccomplishment; the second one (observer) took notes. 

The guides participated individually and underwent the same pro

edure, which lasted about 1 h First, the participant was asked to sign

 consent form. Then, the facilitator showed a quick introduction abou

he use of EFESTO-SE and assisted the participant while performing

hree training tasks with it. The participant was required to design a

mart visit experience in accordance to a scenario that was very simila

o the game designed by the archaeological park guide in the elicitation

tudy (see Section 3.5 ). Summarizing the scenario, visitors are divided

n two teams, each provided with a deck of smart cards, while

occo, i.e., the guide, has a Mouth of Truth (MoT) device. A

pecific points of interest, Rocco asks questions and each team

rovides the answer by inserting a proper smart card into the MoT

evice, which reads the card and provides a feedback about the
nswer correctness, giving a score if the answer is correct.
In the test session, in order to create the smart visit experience, the

articipant was provided with a sheet reporting the scenario and the

asks to be performed by using the EFESTO-SE platform. The tasks were:

• Assign to each object, namely to the MoT device and to the team’s

cards, the custom attributes that you think better characterize their

semantics in the scenario;
• Create the rules that define the behavior of the smart objects in the

desired smart experience.

It is worth mentioning that the participant was also provided with

he smart objects addressed in the scenario, namely the MoT device and

wo decks of cards, each deck consisting of the same five cards. Indeed,

e wanted to give the participant the possibility to see and touch these

bjects, in order to stimulate their creativity. 

During the interaction with the platform prototype, the participant

as asked to verbalize his/her thoughts and comments according to the

hink-aloud protocol. At the end, the participant filled out the online

uestionnaire and participated to a de-briefing phase to clarify some of

he externalized comments and to provide further feedbacks. 

The scenario was slightly adapted to the guides ’ specificity. For

xample, in the case of the WWF guides, Rocco was a guide of the

ildlife park and the smart cards reproduced flora and fauna pictures

f the Torre Guaceto oasis. 
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.3. Collected data 

During the utilization study, we collected different qualitative data

ll the interactions were audio-video recorded by using an externa

amera. Notes were taken by the observers on significant behavio

r externalized comments and during the de-briefing phase. The

ollected notes were extended by video-analysis, as for the previou

licitation study. The videos were independently transcribed by each

f the two researchers involved in the study, literally noting down

ll intelligible speech. Then, together they analyzed the transcript

nd found out an initial agreement value of 74%. The remaining

6% of discrepancies were solved by discussion. The transcribed data

ere annotated by us- ing different colored markers to categorize

he content under emerging themes. Then all the data were grouped

hrough the affinity diagram technique proposed in Rogers et al

2015),  under main themes related to usability issues, as well a

dvantages and disadvantages of using the proposed solutions. 

o evaluate user satisfaction, a questionnaire with 23 statements wa

dministered at the end of the study. The first statement was the

et Promoter Score (NPS) question ( Grisaffe 2007 ), typically used

o measures, on a scale between 0 and 10, how likely users would

ecommend the product to a friend or a colleague. The resulting

core is an absolute number lying between − 100 and + 100

alculated as the difference be- tween the percentage of promoter

users who scored the system > = 9) and detractors (users who

cored the system < = 6). In general, a positive score is considered

ood while a score over 50 is excellent. We included it in the

dministered questionnaire to obtain a single value as summary o

he overall users’ satisfaction. The next 10 questions were the one

f the SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaire (Brooke 1996)

hich is highly reliable (Bangor et al., 2008), technology agnostic

nd effective also for evaluating usability of modern technology

Brooke 2013). We introduced the SUS statements to obtain more

etails about the EFESTO- SE usability and learnability. The last 12

uestions were then introduced to deeply evaluate the main feature

f EFESTO-SE, namely 1) the creation of the custom attributes and

) the definition of ECA rules. To this aim, we used the NASA-TLX

uestionnaire by formulating its 6 state- ments (Mental demand

hysical Demand, Temporal Demand, Perfor- mance, Effort

rustration; all subscales range from 0 = low to 10 = high) for each o

hese two EFESTO-SE features (Hart and Staveland 1988 ). 

.4. Results 

Important indications come from the questionnaire. The first one

as obtained by the NPS score that is equal to 57, i.e., excellent. I

ppears promising because it indicates an attitude toward

uggesting this system to other CH guides. The encouraging NPS resul

s confirmed by the analysis of the SUS questions, which gave u

etailed indications about the perceived system usability and

earnability. The SUS global score was 81.1/100 (SD = 14.1), which i

igher than the average SUS scores (69.5) of one thousand studie

eported in Bangor et al. (2009).  According to the SUS adjective

ating scales ( Bangor et al., 2009 ), this score can be considered an

xcellent result. In addition, according to Lewis and Sauro (2009)

e split the overall SUS score into two factors, i.e., System

earnability (considering statements #4 and #10) and System

sability (all the other statements). The System Learnability score wa

5.9 (SD = 22.2), while the System Usability score was 82.4 (SD =
2.8). Thanks to the analysis of the notes and video recordings, a

ell as the NASA-TLX results, we can attribute the lower learnability

core mainly to the difficulties that participants experienced with the

reation of custom attributes. To investigate the usability of EFESTO

E with respect to its two main features, i.e., attributes creation and

ules definition,  we analyzed the results of the NASA-TLX statements
ig. 9 depicts, for each feature, all the NASA-TLX dimensions’ scores. 

egarding the Frustration, both the features obtained a low score 

attribute creation = 2.79/10, rule definition = 2.64/10), indicating 

hat participants did not feel 
rustrated while creating CAs or ECA rules. Regarding the Effort , both

he features obtained a medium score (attribute creation = 4.07/10,

ule definition = 3.07/10) suggesting that participants had to put

ome effort in performing the tasks ’ scenario. Looking to the Mental

emand and Physical Demand , we can attribute the previous score, i.e.,

ffort, to a medium mental effort (attribute creation = 3.93/10, rule

efinition = 3.5/10), while physical effort was quite low (attribute cre-

tion = 1.57/10, rule definition = 1.93/10). The Performance obtained

 positive value in both the dimensions (attribute creation = 7.43/10,

ule definition = 6.79/10), indicating a good satisfaction in using the

ystem. Lastly, the Temporal Demand dimension revealed that partic-

pants did not feel to need a long time to create attributes and define

ules (attribute creation = 3.29/10, rule definition = 2.86/10). 

The thematic analysis carried out on the transcribed data, triangu-

ated with the questionnaire results, allowed us to identify important

hemes highlighting the presence of some usability issues to be

ddressed, as discussed in the next subsection. 

.5. Discussion 

This section discusses the main themes that emerged from the study

esults and reports the derived design implications. 

Constraining the flow of design activities . EFESTO-SE supports

he creation of smart experiences by asking users to take part to

ifferent phases: the initial configuration of smart objects, the creation

f custom attributes (CAs) and their association with smart objects,

nd the definition of ECA rules determining cross-object interactions.

ne problem observed during the study regards the management of all

hese phases: two participants, indeed, reported that EFESTO-SE should

e more effective in guiding users in the overall process. Actually, the

efinition of CAs and ECA rules occurs into two separated windows and

his distinction confused the participants, who had to switch among

hem during the smart-experience design. Users suggested to make

lear: 1) the order of the steps to create the smart experience, i.e., first

CA creation ” and then the “ECA rules definition ”; 2) the current status

f the smart experience under creation, in terms of already defined
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We want to remark that in our approach extending the semantics of 

smart objects does not simply mean representing some knowledge in the 

system. Our approach indeed focuses on stimulating end users to define 
mart objects, CA and ECA rules. Based on the observed problems

nd participants’ suggestions, we believe that our environment for the

reation smart experiences should be redesigned to provide a robust

uidance to users. For example, a wizard procedure can guide users in

onfiguring an initial, limited core set of smart objects, together with

heir CAs and basic ECA rules controlling them. Later, users can freely

ontinue expanding this core set until obtaining the final and complete

mart experience. This is in line with some findings that we already

chieved in previous studies related to the paradigm for ECA rule

reation ( Desolda et al., 2017a ). In a comparison of three different in-

eraction paradigms, a wizard-based procedure, which guides the users

long a sequence of design steps, emerged as the most promising one. 

Simplifying the paradigm for CA definition. As explained in

ection 3 , the interaction paradigm that we implemented for the cre-

tion of CAs is based on TUX principles ( Beringer and Latzina 2015 ) and

he notion of visual containers that we already adopted in our previous

ork ( Ardito et al., 2015b ). As emerged by triangulating questionnaire

esults with users ’ comments, CA definition resulted more difficult than

CA rules creation. The low SUS learnability score reveals that the users

ncountered some difficulties in learning EFESTO-SE. The NASA-TLX

cores then helped us identify that the CA definition phase (for which

he Effort and Mental demand were higher) is responsible for the low SUS

earnability score. The NASA-TLX results were also confirmed by the

nalysis of the externalized comments. For example, 6 participants did

ot understand autonomously how to create the annotation containers,

nd asked facilitators for help. No significant problems were instead

bserved when the participants created ECA rules. 

It is worth mentioning that the ECA rule paradigm is more mature

han the one for CA definition, thanks to the previous studies performed

o elicit and evaluate it ( Desolda et al., 2017a ). However, these results

uggest us that the TUX paradigm can be effective when the containers

epresent transformations for data elements moved within them, as it

as in our previous version of the composition platform. It could be

nstead perceived as less intuitive when the movement across containers

s meant to extend the moved objects with new properties rather than

ransform objects by means of functions operating on them. In this

ase, indeed, other metaphors for the property assignment could be

erceived as more usable. For example, one participant suggested a

preadsheet-based solution: users could use a tabular format in which

hey allocate smart objects in rows, CA names in columns, and then

pecify CA values in cells located at the intersection between rows and

olumns. The tabular format was also adopted in the elicitation study

y the CH guides to specify CAs and their values. 

Stimulating creativity in smart-experience design . Another

mportant aspect in CA definition and, more in general, to smart-

xperience design, is the adoption of paradigms that can stimulate

reativity. The evaluation study demonstrated that EFESTO-SE is

 promising support in the design of smart experiences. However,

iscussions with participants revealed that there is still room for

mprovements. For example, three participants during the de-briefing

hase proposed the adoption of more natural interaction paradigms as a

eans to stimulate creativity, especially when defining CAs. In particu-

ar, one participant envisioned a solution where the proximity to objects

r locations of the physical environment can be used to inherit semantics

roperties to be assigned to smart objects. In general, given the nature of

mart objects as devices the users can physically interact with, we agree

hat novel tangible mechanisms for custom attribute definition have to

e adopted to take into account the physicality of the interaction and the

ossibility to explore naturally properties of the physical environment. 

Supporting and fostering technical skills growth. Another

spect emerged during the discussion with the CH experts regards the

ustomization activities that go beyond the smart object programming

upported by EFESTO-SE. Indeed, 6 out of 14 participants stated that,

fter a certain period of EFESTO-SE usage, they would like to be

upported in extending the smart object capabilities by integrating new

ensors and actuators, avoiding to involve every time IT experts. Even
f this activity seems an aspect that only technicians can accomplish

oday there are hardware and software solutions that satisfy thi

oal. For example, mCookies 6 is an alternative to Arduino that can

upport people who have an interest in electronic “Do It Yourself ”. I

onsists in a set of magnetic, color-coded modules, which can be

taked in a LEGO fashion. People can combine sensors and actuator

ithout soldering anything but by simply staking the needed sensors/

ctuators modules. In the Rocco’s scenario, in case he needs to add a

peaker to the MoT to emit sounds when a card is read, he would jus

eed to stack the speaker module and program the MoT behavior in

FESTO-SE. A different ap- proach is provided by visual tools like

ircuito.io 7 that provide interfaces to combine, by means of drag &

rop actions, different boards, sensors, actuators, producing at the

nd all the instructions to wire the real com- ponents, as well as the

rogramming code to be uploaded on the board. These kinds o

olutions should be took into account when developing smart object

nd integrated into the systems to program them, in order to ensure

eople who are interested in more complex customization operation

 “gentle slope of difficulty ” (  Lieberman et al., 2006a). 

. Conclusion

This article has presented our perspective on the EUD of smar

isit experiences. We showed how we extended and customized a

eneric composition paradigm, initially conceived for the EUD of IoT

ystems, to respond to the need of exploiting IoT to mediate narrative

nd content appropriation goals for interactive visits to CH sites. We

tarted from a composition paradigm for ECA rule specification whose

apability to support non-programmers was already assessed through a

umber of studies (Desolda et al., 2017a). We also considered some

rinciples for the design of systems that facilitate users to manipulate

exibly in- formation, and to make sense of it with respect to

ituational needs (Latzina and Beringer 2012). We then identified and

alidated, with the help of professional CH guides, some hypothese

n how to transpose such principles to the flexible definition of smar

isit experiences. The goal was to support the composition of smar

bjects that need to be put in context with respect to CH site

cenarios where they are used by visitors. A first study conducted with

uides of CH sites showed that our hypotheses on extending the

emantics of smart objects by means of cus- tom attributes were valid

ith respect to the expectations of CH stake- holders. We thu

mplemented the resulting composition paradigm into the EFESTO-SE

unning prototype, which was evaluated with CH guides. 

The work described here provides the first results of a large

esearch that aims to promote smart objects as components of a

mart experience that can bring with themselves evident connection

ith the semantics of content for which they facilitate the access

his gives to smart objects a new flavor, not only as technica

evices able to sense and control the environment, but also a

omponents that can be seamlessly integrated with the surrounding

ontent, as they bring with themselves properties that facilitate the

pecification of goals for content appropriation. As such, they can

etter stimulate the creativity of CH stakeholder as smart-experience

esigners: if the smart objects make evident the relationship they

ave with the content, CH professionals can better identify how to

dopt such devices to convey the CH-site content to visitors. We are

urther exploring and verifying this aspect in some recently

ndertaken research activities, which are devoted to compare

ifferent composition paradigms, not only visual but also based on

atural interaction, to verify in which measure they can support the

xploration of the surrounding environment as a source of custom

ttributes for annotating smart objects ( Ardito et al., 2017 ). 
6 http://microduinoinc.com/products/mcookie/. 
7 https://www.circuito.io/. 

http://microduinoinc.com/products/mcookie/
https://www.circuito.io/
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y themselves and represent in the system such semantics. Nevertheless,

his perspective and the enabling composition paradigm can be comple

ented with methods for knowledge representation, for example based

n ontologies, so that the end users can also be supported in the identi-

cation of sensible properties. This is one of the possible extensions tha

ill be investigated in our future work. Another possibility to enhance

he definition of smart-object semantic can be to exploit collaborative,

ommunity-based paradigms, where different domain experts can col

aborate and share ideas on how to characterize smart objects fo

H sites. Other improvements can be related to extending the

aradigm for rule definition to capture better the complexity of some

mart- experience scenarios. For example, some situations could

equire the possibility to define an order in the activation of rules

or example by means of phases of the smart experience that can be

ntered only if some pre-conditions are satisfied or some goals are

eached by the participants. Some other situations could require the

andomness of the actions to be actuated over the environment

hese aspects can be relevant when IoT has to support articulated

nd engaging visit experiences to CH sites; but there are also othe

omains where these needs become evident. One is for example e

ealth, where smart objects are exploited in therapy sce- nario

haracterized by both incremental learning goals and situation

here random stimuli can be exploited to engage the patient

Garzotto et al., 2016). Indeed, even if in this article we specifically

ocus on CH scenarios and smart visit experiences, we believe tha

ur approach, properly extended, can be adopted in any othe

omain where non- technical stakeholders need to configure

ngaging smart experiences. 
s far as the usability of the composition paradigm is concerned, we 

re planning to conduct comparative studies to understand whether dif-

erent composition metaphors (e.g., those based on wizard procedures)

ould be more effective. One of the problems that emerged in the eval-

ation study was related to the lack of support in the definition of the

ontrol flow when creating the smart experience. Our previous studies

n ECA rules composition highlighted that wizard-based paradigms are

ery effective in guiding users through different steps and also outper-

ormed other paradigms in terms of users’ performance and satisfaction.

e expect that a wizard-based approach would also be beneficial for the

efinition of custom attributes and for the specification of a flow among

ifferent rules according to progressive goals to be reached. Progressive

ctivation of rules also requires the expression of temporal constraints.

his is an aspect that we did not investigated so far and that will be

he object of our future work. We however want to stress that, indepen-

ently of the visual metaphor adopted in the platform prototype, which

e are going to evaluate and improve through future studies, the main

ontribution of this article is the set of abstractions that we identified

or the composition of smart experiences by non-technical end users. 

Finally, we want to remark that in this article we put emphasis

n the composition of smart experiences, while we purposely did

ot validate the effectiveness of the resulting smart experience with

espect to the final participants. We however already planned some

eld studies to assess the validity of our solution also with respect to

he effectiveness of the resulting smart experience. 
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